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Eric didn't ask to be a vampire. In fact, he didn't even believe in them. Then he hooks up with a hot
babe, wakes up with a hangover, and bites his tongue with his own fangs.Which pretty much settles
the question.Now he's trying to hold down his day job while learning the rules of the Undead -- the
most important being that bloodthirsty urges and predatory instincts are a real bitch. Upside; Eric
has the beautiful Sasha to teach him the ropes, including the magic he'll need to survive.Downside;
they're being hunted by members of the Church of Light, who are determined to rid the world of
vampires.Then Sasha is killed, and Eric is thrust into an alternate world in his quest to avenge her
death. There he becomes a Nightlord, fights a dragon with the help of his magical steed, Bronze,
and upchucks a sword named Firebrand. But things get really interesting when Eric finally finds
Tobias, head of the Church of Light. Soon Eric finds himself at the center of an epic battle at the
literal edge of the world in a fight to keep a terrible darkness at bay.In other words, just another day
in the life of the Nightlord."When you fall off the Edge of the World into hordes of demonic Things
from the Outer Darkness, you really start to wonder about your life choices."--Eric, part-time undead,
expectant father, and short-term astronaut.
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Nightlord: Sunset By Garon Whited Narrated by Sean Runnette Eric didn't ask to be a vampire. In
fact, he didn't even believe in them. Biting your own tongue with your fangs does a lot of convincing.
Even so, being a part-time undead isn't as easy as you might think. It can let you hold down a day
job, true, but sometimes the night "life" can be more than a little difficult, what with those bloodthirsty
urges and predatory instincts kicking in. Luckily for Eric, he can rely on his trusty steed and her
unwavering support, his flaming sword and its sarcastic wit, and his own snarky sense of humor.Off
the cuff without thinking about a review, I love this book and hope for more! If you are looking for a
vampire story filled with blood, gore the lust for power or even senseless sex, and then this isnâ€™t
the book for you. Eric the reluctant vampire is some hero. A normal guy one day and a party later
heâ€™s a vampire. He takes this revelation well, much better than I would. He returns to his
Vampire mother and falls deeply for her only to have her torn away from him. Eric wants retribution
for the death of his vampire mother/wife chasing down the culprits. Newly born he has little
knowledge/skill except what she has taught him. But Eric is skilled in the art of acquiring knowledge
and he does just that; traveling to another world to avenge her inadvertently becoming so much
more than the human he once was. Being a vampire is the best thing that ever happened to him
and to those that are lucky enough to cross paths with him. He touches the life of so many people,
in a positive way, not the normal type of paranormal/fantasy vampire story. Tamara, the last of the
red haired Fire Priestesses falls in love with him and soon we have babies on the way. I love their
relationship.

This book really disappointed me in the end. I gotta' admit too that I'm very easy to please. I like
some pretty cheesy books... If I'd have rated it at the halfway point (or just before or after?) I'd have
given it a 10 (out of 5) stars. It was so excellent and had SO MUCH potential! I loved it so much but
then it goes downhill and completely falls apart. By the end it's as if the book is so absolutely foreign
from how it started out it should have been two separate stories. Don't get me started about the
ending... I'll try not to spoil anything if you insist on finding out on your own. I HATED the ending.
Maybe I'm just stupid and didn't understand it? I admit I HAD started skimming due to the lengthy
rants about morality and killing, lengthy details almost on par with the Wheel of Time books (which
in the end I think it started wanting to be rather than an urban fantasy, which is how it started) so
maybe I just missed something? It requires a sequel, in my opinion, but it was written in 2002? Its
2015 right now and I see no sequel listed...doesn't look like it's going to happen. Its a real pity.
There are so many loose ends its unreal. It gets almost preachy and bogged down with endless
details; going on and on and on about not wanting to kill, being a Hero, having a good heart, being a

good person/vampire (sorta), etc...I skipped whole paragraphs and didn't seem to miss anything
important. Btw, the break from the "norm", or stereotypical vampire is excellent (this book's best
feature) but in the end even that cannot redeem the lack of focus of (roughly) the second half and
the seeming complete lack of ending. Did I mention I hated the ending?
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